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Charter of Rights MINISTRi' Or T-:r .'x ; •3R

wide-ranging

for

(from LET's TALK magazine, Jan. 30,
1985. Reprinted with permission)

0. April 17, 1982, the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms came
into effect, guaranteeing fundamen
tal freedom and legal rights within
Canada. The charter has wide-ran

ging implications for inmates and
for the Correctional Service.

Since inmates are not explicitly
excluded from the charter's provi
sions, it must be assumed they are
included.

For example, inmates are part of
the "everyone" referred to in Sec
tion 2 of the charter. This states:
"Everyone has the following funda
mental freedoms:

— freedom of conscience and re
ligion;
— freedom of thought, belief, op
inion and expression, including *
freedom of the press and other media
of communication;
— freedom of peaceful assembly;
— freedom of association.

People whose rights are violated
may seek redress through the courts
under Section 24 of the charter.
Some inmates have already done so,
proving that Section 24 applies to
them, too.

The first section of the charter,
however, states that the rights and
freedoms are "subject only to such
reasonable limits prescribed by law
as can be demonstrably justified
in <i free and democratic society."
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In other words, right can be lim

ited as long as the limitations are
reasonable, specified in laws and It
can be shown such limits are accep
ted in other democracies.

In essence, this means much the

same as a principle accepted by CSC
for a number of years, that "an in
mate retains all of the rights of an
ordinary citizen save those which
have been removed either by law or
by the necessary implication of in
carceration."

Of course, what is " a reasonable
limit" is open to interpretation,
so it is not always clear to what
extent the charter's provisions
apply to inmates. Is it reasonable,
for example, to restrict voting
rights as the present Canada Elec
tions Act does?

Issues like that one will event

ually be settled as individual cases
are brought before Canadian courts
and they rule on how the charter's
broad principles should be applied
to specific situations. Some mat
ters have already been clarified
by the courts, but a large number
of unanswered questions remain.

Probably most of CSC's practices
and rules already comply with the
charter. Nevertheless, we are
taking a hard look at all our reg
ulations to ensure that they don't
conflict with constitutional guar
antees as they are currently under
stood.

"A lawyer on contract is scruti
nizing 35,000 pages of commission-
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CHARTER OF RIGHTS (cont.)

er's directives, divisional inst
ructions and standing orders and
she will report her findings at
the end of March," says Mario Dion,
head of Legal Services unit. In
addition, says Dion, legal services
bears the charter in mind when the
unit examines proposed new direc
tives.

Mario Dion:

A number of changes are already
under way. For example, the mon
itoring of inmates' telephone calls
has been restricted because it
could be interpreted as conflicting
with 'freedom of thought, belief,
opinion and expression." For the
same reason, rules governing inmate
newspapers were clarified so that
only specific kinds of articles
/^i articles advocating defiance

of the law) could be prohibited.
All search procedures have also

been reviewed to ensure they accord
with Secion 8 of the charter, which
states: "Everyone has the right to
be secure against unreasonable
search or seizure." The criteria
for searches are spelled out care
fully so they will not be consid
ered unreasonable."

Some sections of the charter have
more direct bearing on the correc
tional system than others, and in
mates are more likely to appeal to
them. S,r,ion 7, For wttplc,

.

states -Everyone has the right to
life, liberty and security of the
person and che right not to be de
prived thereof except, in. accordance
with the principles of 'fundamental
J ustice."

The term fundamental justice is
roughly equivalent to the "duty to
act fairly" and means that people
must be given reasonable opportuni
ties to plead their cases and be
given reasons for decisions affec
ting them.

In February, 1983, an inmate
^Collin v. Lussier) successfully
challenged a decision to transfer
him from a medium to a maximum sec
urity institution. Citing his
rights under the duty to act fairly
and Section 7 of the charter, the in
mate pointed out that he had not been
given reasons for the transfer and had
not been given the opportunity to
state his case.

The court agreed that fundamental
justice and the duty to act fairly
had not been complied with. It was
also argued that the inmate's "secu
rity of the person" (Section 7) was
affected through the transfer be
cause the move increased his anxiety
level and thus aggravated his health
problems.

In accepting this argument, the
.eceral Court of Canada established
another important principle, namely
ttia^ a transfer could affect the
security of the person." (The de
cision itself, however, was success
fully appealed by CSC, based on the
facts of the particular case)
The case of Russell and Semmens v.

Peter Radley, Chairman, Collins Bay
Penitentiary Disciplinary Court
questioned the constitutionality of
CSC disciplinary boards. In this
case, two inmates tried to have the
Proceeding, of a disciplinary board
prohibited on che basis Qf Section u
ot the charter.

This Bectlon lists the. tegnl rights
OI •' Person .-:•;,,-,..- fc-ftJi :m ofjYmi.f
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(CHARTER OF RIGHTS, cont.)
including the right "to be presumed
innocent until proven guilty accord
ing to law in a fair and public hear
ing by an independent and impartial
tribunal.".

At issue in this case was whether
Section 11 of the charter also applies
to tederal inmates cbareed w? *-u dii
iplinary_offences and whether indepen
dent chairpersons are indeed indepen
dent according to Section 11.
The court ruled that inmates' dis

ciplinary offences were "offences"
within the meaning of Section 11,
therefore disciplinary hearings must
comply with the guarantees of Section
l±. The court also ruled, however
that the independent chairperson does
qualify as an "independent and impar
tial tribunal. Russell and Z*uuzm
lost their appeal.
Section 12 is also particularly

significant for the Correctional
Service. It states: "Everyone has
the right not to be subjected to
any cruel and unusual treatment
or punishment."

This provision is similar to one
in the Canadian Bill of Rights and
the Eighth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. Recently a
group of inmates at Stony Mountain
Institution applied to the Federal
Court to have double-bunking de
clared "cruel and unusual treatment."
The case was dismissed after double-
bunking conditions at the institu
tion were examined. The inmates
have now filed a notice of appeal.

CSC can expect new cases to come
before the courts testing Section
12 and other sections of the char
ter. Each case will clarify the
practices and policies required.
Of course, inmate rights are al
ready protected through the Peni
tentiary Service Regulations,
through numerous directives and
through the requirements of the
duty to act fairly.
But, as Mario Dion puts it: "Now

that these rights are consti-
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tutionally guaranteed, it's more
important than ever to make sure
they are observed."

(Reprinted with permission of the
publishers of Let's Talk Magazine.)
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cAr ^y 3n Site Chi*
fay

From the very outset of this story I wish to establish the limits within
which a reporter must remain. In bringing any story to the attention of the
public, it is the reporter's responsibility to report the facts without opin
ion. In this story I bring you some of the facts of what I heard and saw that
day as I walked with Jay Carr between the fences.

Some have called me a fool for accepting this assignment; others have said:
You will be shipped if you write all the truth of what you encountered." Even

others have said, " George Jenkins is too impartial and that won't do the story
justice either.

What you are about to read is but part, of a typicial day in the life of an
Inmate Committee Chairman. Every word is fact, reported in accordance with my
responsibility to our readers to keep them informed. Because of my responsibil
ity to those involved in this story without opportunity of rebuttal, all names
from both sides of the wire have been deleted.

Our first meeting of the day was to brief me on what I should expect. " We
set out from Point A and try to get to Point B, but somehow that never seems
to be possible," said Carr.

A debriefing regarding the Civic Holiday Field Day came next. The approp
riate staff were pleasant and passed on comments about the success of the event.
The senior staff member, with some thirty years experience, offered a few sug
gestions on how an already-ouccessful event could improve.

I recall checking the clock, thinking that I hoped the rest of the day was
not just meetings like this.

Soon we were off again, this time heading for Three Building and Administrat
ion I learned quickly that the chairman does not get too far without being
stopped along the way. Amid a barrage of petty complaints there were a few which
called for immediate action. After dealing with a few matters in Three Building,
such as delays in trailer visits, we were off again.

Back in the committee office, it was time for a coffee. The time to drink it
though was only to be hoped for....



The buzzer sounded and we we.re cadled to the hospital. When we arrived,
we were greeted with anger by the inmate who requested to see the chairman.
This man complained about everything and everyone — hospital staff, the
doctors, his CO., the grievence clerk ( also an inmate ) and even us.
Right from the start of this encounter it was apparent that this inmate want
ed to use anyone or anything to pet what he wanted. Dispite a stubborn and
arrogant attitude, Jay was able to secure a call for this man to his lawyer.
It became very obvious that when you sit in the hot seat as Carr does, you
get it from both sides.

Back to Three Building, we went for a meeting with senior administration.
A matter of an inmate's footwear was taken care of. It seemed like a petty
matter, but at the same time Carr was able to touch base with his liaison.

Heading back towards the committee office, we were stopped. There was
trouble in the kitchen. An inmate had been charged and fired for threatening
a staff member. When we arrived we found tension in the atmosphere. A security
officer met us. Addressing Jay hf» siid: " Don't bite off more than you can
shew." Carr explained his mission to see exactly what the situation was and
if he could help in any way. With that there seemed to be a complete change
of attitude all the way around. The officer and the chair came together and
an agreed solution was reached, for the time being, anyway. This will be
another matter for the internal court to decide guilt or innocence if in fact
a situation took place.

By this point it was refreshing to see staff and inmates come together for
the common good. This incident was a stepping stone in handling the tension
that was yet to come.

By 1:30 p.m. we were in the Hole. Tension so thick you could cut it with a
knife. Faces peered through slots, looking for some hope — hurting faces,
angry faces, confused faces, all looking for the chairman to do it all. You
could sense the feeling of helplessness that engulfed the chair as the real
ization that not all could be done fell like a hammer. Those who were brought
out to speak with Carr were glad to be out even for a few moments to speak with
a friendly face. The oLixtuuc twee xb only one. Lhey want out. Even if trens-
fer is the only hope of release from that hole called segregation, they want
it now — even if that means transfer to the Haven, the Bay or some other
killing field.

We were off again, this time to church. After Seg it was going to be a
real treat. Our mission was to check on arrangements for the service on Pri
son Justice Day. The chaplaincy was expecting us and arrangements were gone
over quickly. The Chaplain would fly back from the States, especially for
this service.

On the way back to the office ( nat dragging my feet. Jay and I talked of
a nice hot cup of co'ffee ana a sii cown. The day was caking its toll on both
of us. " It's time to sit down, George, and think things through," said Jay,
and all the way back we thought of nothing else.



Back in the office we reached for the coffee pot, but the sit-down was
not to be. It wasn't because there was more .action — there-;was no chair.
^-ChairmanJ:*^ by an L.Unaccompanied by
•an"ir.TJ:T7' WeTmade a few inquiries aroundiimd discovered that the LU2 said
tha$ it belonged to his office a^/that de LU2 has the privledge of having
a chai-r with wheels-: on\ It.l •]'*-: ": - h

K

One'of the "guys in^che^o^ice *ssaicTto have asked if the chair would
^:'re^^e^>rth® ownership. The reported response was:

I doubt it. That's the rule. I just made it up."

Down at SIS, Jay found somebody in authority and explained the situation.
The man -tpok>out a large book, opened it and began to read. Then he said that
according to the Institutional Standing Orders, no furniture is to be moved
anywhere by anyone without prior concent of the Furniture Control Officer.
The Committee office inventory was checked and the chair was found listed
on it. Jay thanked the man and we went back to the block.

The L.U.2 had left'for the day, we were told by the L.U.I who had been
involved. We were also told there was no way of getting the chair back. Why?

Because he is my boss, I work for him and this is his block," was the ans
wer. " Besides the chair belongs in the L.U.2's office." We did'nt want to
force the issue, so we did not show the man the copy of the inventory list
that was on Carr's clipbpard. We let the discussion end there.

. For the. chairman there Is just not enough time in a day. As I sit before
my typewriter, glad the day is over, I cannot help but feel like some sort

,.of war correspondent, a correspondent in a psychologicial war. For Jsy there
is another day tomorrow, with or without a chair amidst the games people play,
pother day to start from Point A, a day to be stopped in the walkway by some
who have no idea of what he encounters in a day but yet demand a smile and all
the, time in the owrld for themselves. For me, I'm glad, i'll be back in CIS.

As we go to press, this writer has been informed that the chair is now
back in the committee office.
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London, early 1700's. A wild, filthy, stinking, disease-ridden, wide-open city
where the only sin was poverty, all else being forgivable. There were so many
desperately-poor people there that it was said if you dropped a coin from your
hand, it would never hit the ground. There'd be two or three people fiphtine
over it before it got that far.

There were no police, but even if there had been, there would have been few
laws for them to enforce. Almost everything was legal.

Still, it was estimated that one man in 20 was an active criminal. In spite
of there being more than 140 hanging crimes and in spite of criminals being
hanged in batches, crime flourished. They could hang you for stealing food,
stealing livestock, robbery, housebreaking, or stealing money or goods worth
more than 40 shillings, but many were willing to take the risk.

AS I've said, there were no police, but there were professional "thief-ta
kers, '(bounty hunters) who made their living catching crooks for rewards aver
aging about two pounds per conviction. When times were slow, they enticed people
into crime, then turned them in to be hanged.

Enter Jonathan Wild. Nothing is known of his early life, except that he was
believed to be from Manchester. He was about 25 when he went to London in 1715
and set himself up as a fence.

Anybody who bought or sold property they knew was stolen was guilty of a crime
and could hang, but the law, like all good laws, had a loophole so big you could
drive astagecoach through it. It worked this way: a thief would steal'something
and give it to a fence, who would then advertise the "found" property.

Then the victim would show up, identify his propertv and a discussion about
rewards would start. The usual amount was 25 per cent of the value, which the
fence would then split with the thief. If no owner showed up within a certain
time or if a reward could not be agreed on, the fence could sell the property
for whatever he could get.

Wild was not the first to take advantage of this quirk in the law, but he was
the most successful, and as a result, was responsible for it being changed.

He put most other fences out of business by offering higher shares to the
thieves and asking lower rewards from the victims. Other fences tried to put
this newcomer out of business but he, with a little judicious use of arson, bri-
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JONATHAN WILD, MASTER-THIEF 9cont.)

bery and murder, put them out of business instead.
He became so successful that he bought two warehouses to hold the stolen

goods and a ship to export unclaimed articles, bringing in legitimate imports
in their places. But even that wasn't enough for him. Unless you count the Ro
man emperors, he became the world's first organized crime leader. He asked why
he should suffer the uncertainty of waiting to see what thieves brought in, so
he organized his own gang to steal to order.

Still that wasn't enough for him. Any thief who didn't deal with him soon
found himself in court, for Wild had no compunction about turning in his comp
etitors to be hanged.

In time he became famous as a "thief-taker". His other activities were winked
at by authorities who liked to show high crime-solution rates on their books.
Besides, they considered what he was doing to be a service. Thieves would steal
anyway, they reasoned, so it was nice to know where you could go to find your
stolen property.

Wild probably would have been all right and died peacefully of old age if he
hadn t been so blatantly obvious about everything he did. He lived according to
his name — wild. He spent money like it was going out of style, doing every
thing on a lavish scale. He dressed in the most expensive, flashy styles in an
age of flash and owned two gold-trimmed coaches, with four white horses and four
black horses to pull them. Whether or not he intended it, he was, in effect,
rubbing people's noses in his wealth and how he made it.

He even tried to buy a title. That wasn't impossible, but there was a cert
ain way it was done. A wealthy person who wanted a title gave money to the gov
ernment, which then "suggested" to the king that he be rewarded with the title
he wanted. It always worked, but what Wild tried was a straight cash-for-knight-
hood deal. That may have been a more honest way of doing it, but it was less
acceptable.

Then one of his gangs was caught in the act. They implicated Wild right
away, because he wasn't smart enough (or trusting enough) to use go-betweens in
his dealings with them.

In those days, as today, wealth equalled influence. The word of thieves, the
authorities said, was not enough to convict such a wealthy and therefore good
gentleman as Mr. Wild, but the damage was done.

Members of Parliament had been trying for years to plug the loophole in the
stolen-goods law and this gave them their chance. One day in 1728, Wild found
his house surrounded by armed men. Lv^y time he stuck his head outside, some
body tried to shoot it off and nobody was allowed to go in or out.

Their purpose was to keep Wild where he could be found until a bill was rush
ed through both.houses-of Parliament in a single day. Then his warehouses were
searched, stolen property was found and he was arrested.

Less than a month later, after a spectacular trial attended by half of London
society , Wild was on his way to the gallows. A huge crowd lined the route be
tween Newgate Jail and Tyburn Square, where hangings were done. Soldiers were
called out in fear that Wild's friends would try to free him. But they didn't
have to worry. The crowd wasn't there to help him. As he was taken from jail
to gallows in an open cart, they peered him and threw rocks, bottles, garbage
and even human waste. He may have started out as one of them, but he sure wasn't
by that time.

Shortly after Wild was hanged, composer John Gay published an opera which be
came the most popular one ever written in English. It was called The Beggar's
Opera and its hero was a master thief and fence. His name may have been differ
ent, but to audiences of that time there was no doubt who it was really about.
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v*.*si8r The game had been over for a couple of hours now and
victorVpr^ fa" empty- IhB Players had all gone home in

hP 7 ? fat> SOnie shoutin8 and laughing with joy and
Rone " "W3lkin8, hGadS d°Wn* won^ring where it had all

I picked up a forgotten ball and stood on the pitcher's mound,
squinted my eyes and faced the invisible batter.

In my mind the roaring crowd returned and the faceless batter glared
back with determined eyes. g

down Inf i^ ^ tean™Ces ur8in* ™°n and the opposition calling me
down until their voices blended into a solid roar.

I stood motionless for what seemed forever; but in a second I had
swung back, then ahead. My wrist snapped like a whip. I delivered the
pitch and then just closed my eyes.

I heard a crack. Or did I? Was it the bat
the ball hitting the catcher's mitt?

I'll never know. When I opened my eyes agai
noisy crowd was gone and all I heard was the ge
blowing across the field. The ball was spinnin
to a styrofoam cup dropped by somebody, picked
the wind and blown behind home plate.'

I stared blankly for a minute, then slowly
walked away.

...Yeah, we lost; but man! What a game!

by: R. Montaque.



THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF SLOW-PITCH

Gather round, brethren and let me tell ye the parable of the ball players.
It seems in a place far away and a time long ago, there were some persons

who sought to play a game called slow-pitch and they joined a team whose mem
bers purported to be part and parcel of a religious organization. ...

However, they were sore afraid, for when they read the rules they did not
understand them, for they never had seen rules couched in such terms before
and knew not what they meant. And they came to an acquaintance of he who
did pitch the ball for their team and they said "Verily, we do fear that we
will transgress against the rules, for we know not what half of them mean.
^ And he to whom they came understood their problem and said unto them:
Verily, I will help thee, by writing them down in laguange that thou
dost understand."

And thus he wrote:

1) Honor thine Umpire, for his word is Law, even if he be blind as a bat and
knowest not the rules. Remember also that there be 50 or 60 of thy brethren
in the stands who will not hesitate to put it right upon thee, lest he
misseth some of thy transgressions.
2) Remember the seventh to keep it holy, for in seven innings hast thou
all the time to do whatsoever thou canst do.
3) Thou shalt not steal — this year, anyway.
4) Thou shalt not slide, for to slide is an offence heinous in the sight
of the umpire.

5) Thou shalt deliver the pitch only in an underhanded fashion; neither
shall it be delivered in any backhanded fashion, like a compliment.
6) Throw not thy bat, neither let it travel more than six feet from the
plate, lest thou be chucked out of the game for thy second offence.
V Mou5ht_thee not off t0 th* umpire, lest thou be chucked out of the game
forthwith. 6

II Thu^lhaut,n°t COVet the next base unless the 8UV who cometh up behindthee hitteth fairly. Then shalt thou tag up and run like crazy. Neither
shalt thou lead off in anticipation of attaining the next base.
J " 'h?,ba11 be smacke<* in such a manner that it goeth out of the park,
then shall it be deemed a home run — a rare event, since they did move
the line back a pace or two — and he who runneth the bases need not exert
himself unduly, but may make joyful noises.
10) If the ball be struck in afoul manner three times by the same batter,
then shall he be called out, the same as if he hath swished at it thrice.

Then saith he who wrote them in such a manner: "Now understandest thou
the rules? and they did react showing great awe, for while they had not
«L ,8^teSt idea What he did talk about' they did think that all that

gibberish sure looked impressive.
The moral of the story is, brethren, that if thou understandest not the

rules, ask not for an explanation, for it is liable to confuse thee even
more. Merely watch what everybody else does and do it better.

By John White.
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Jesus, the Son of God, our Lord and Savior, needed to prepare the
way before setting out on His ministry. "John the Baptist was preach
ing in the dester of Judea and saying: 'Repent, for the Kingdom of
Heaven in near. This is he who was spoken of through the prophet
Isaiah: A voice of one calling in the desert; prepare the way for the
Lord. Make straight paths for Him." (Matthew 3:1-3)

We too need to prepare the way for whatever may be ahead. Our par
ents prepare us for adulthood by teaching us responsibility, indepen
dence, love, values and beliefs, by example. Our schools prepare us
for future vocations by teaching us learning skills and how to think,
through textbooks. God in ::..;_ .111 prepare us for eternity if we
so choose, through His Word, Prayer and Revelation.

Preparation is an essential element for every aspect of life. If we
are to stay out of prison there will be a need for preparation.

To prepare the way, we will have to begin by ending our rebellion
against God and society. We will need to set short and long-term
goals for whatever we hope to achieve in the near and far future.

For Christians, these goals can only be attained through having a
unique balance between human effort and reliance upon divine resources.

I would like to point out the fact that salvation cannot be earned.
Salvation is in Christ Jesus; He sacrificed Himself for the sins of all
maukind. The salvation of Christ Jesus is not the goal to be reached
by our own efforts, but the only point from which any human effort can
start. We can, by Christ only, enter into a new door of living hope:
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has

gone, the new has come." (II Corinthians, 5:17)

In Christ we become a new beginning and now live as new persons in
a new world. Our efforts are towards obedience and pleasing our Father.
God is our divine establishment and those of us who have experienced
His love know that He is the motivation behind our human effort.

We all, I am sure, have many hopes beyond this present fenced city
hopes for family closeness, which may be falling away, hopes of se

curing a satisfactory job, hopes of becoming an accepted as well as a
needed part ot the community. We can put these hopes in Christ as
the Divine Establishment. However, its likelihood of coming to pass

-/<! -



will be rare, if not non-existent, unless we add to it the human eff
ort.

This is illustrated by the farmer who hopes for, a good harvest but
also does everything he can to assure one. (I Corinthians'9:10) a*- *
As Christians, we "hopefully" have the goal to become Christlike. God
never forces a man against his will to be conformed to the image of
Christ, nor will He do the changing for us; it will take "human effort."
It is our responsibility.

Paul makes this clear in Ephesians. We are told to "make every
effort to keep the unity of the spirit through the bond of peace."
(Ephesians 4:3) We also have the responsibility to put off the old .
self and to put on the new self. (Ephesians 4:22,24)

In the rest of Ephesians, Chapter 4, Paul tells us how to achieve
this "new life" goal: We must put off falsehood and speak truthfully,
steal no longer, but rather work doing something useful; get rid of all
bitterness, rage, anger, brawling and slander and then be kind and
compassionate.

In using our human effort in our relationship with Christ and in re
spect to Christian living, we will in reality be preparing the way for
the fullness of Christ in our lives. We prepare to become Christlike
by putting the Word of God into action (human effort plus divine re
sources)

James points this out when he says: "Do not merely listen to the
word and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says. Anyone who listens
to the word but does not do what it says is like a man who looks at his
face in a mirror and, after looking at himself, goes away and immediat
ely forgets what he looks like. But the man who looks intently into
the perfect law that gives freedom and continues to do this, not for
getting what he has heard but doing it — he will be blessed in what he
does." (James 1:22-25)

The Lord Jesus says: "Do not let your hearts be troubled. Trust in
God; trust also in me. In my Father's house are many rooms. If it were
not so, I would not have told you. I am going there to prepare a place
for you; and if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and
take you to be with me, that you also may be where I am." (John 14:1-3)

Jesus is concerned about you and me and has shown us by preparing
the way on Earth for us. Should we not also be concerned about our
selves here on Earth and therefore prepare for our days ahead?

In the darkness, we do not prepare because we cannot see where we
are going. However, in the light, we can see and so prepare for what
we see.

In the future, as our Lord said, He is preparing a place for us.
Are we also preparing a place for Him on His return?

— "y William Richmond.
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by: Uaryl Smith

Among the greatest pleasures in all the world is that of giving
out merited encouragement. Just try it and see the thrill in your
own heart at the sight of reborn hope in the face of the one you
have given a pat on the back, a word of commendation for worthy
effort or a job well done. There is nothing quite so stimulating
to giver and receiver as expressed encouragement.
The world is dying for a little bit of love and it is starving and
stumbling for a little bit of encouragement; for to encourage and
appreciate is the recognized duty of us all.
Failure to get into the "pat on the back" habit is selfishness akin
to crime. The manly, unselfish, sincere ones know that praise and
encouragement produce extra effort at excellence in all — children,
workers — any and all.

Encouragement to the ambitious young results in efforts to attain
a college education, a place of productivity and service in bus

iness — It may be said or it may be extended in the form of an
endorsement or financial aid. All are inducements to excellence,
which leads to noble life, for praise is the best success medicine.
Withholding encouragement through thoughtlessness or neglect is in
excusable. Do not wait. Begin today and help some needy one along
life's way with a kindly word of true encouragement. His day will be
brighter with hope and cheer; your heart will sing, for when you
start a melody ringing in another's heart, it rings within your own.
Do not wait. Tell them now.

TELL HIM NOW

If with pleasure you are viewing any work a man is doing,
If you like him or you love him, tell him now.
Don't withhold your approbation till the parson makes oration
And he lies with snowy lilies on his brow.
No matter how you shout it, he won't really care about it;
He won't know how many teardrops you have shed.
If you think some praise is due him, now's the time to slip it to him,
For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.

More than fame and more than money is the comment kind and sunny
And the hearty, warm approval of a friend,
For it gives to life a savor and it makes you stronger, braver
And it gives you heart and spirit to the end.
If he earns your praise, bestow it; if you like him, let him know it.
Let the words of true encouragement be saic.
Do not wait till life is over and he's underneath the clover,
For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.
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Some say they're one thing and some say they're another, but
Connie and Larry, the sister and brother who hold centre stage, say
they're SOMETHING BLUE.

Warkworth's first concert in a long time turned out to be a sat
isfying one. You can't please everybody all the time, but most who
went to this one liked what they saw and heard.

Who knows? If Mick Jagger were there, he may even have finally
gotten some satisfaction with the melodies of the '50's and '60's.

Among the audience they sparked the kind of reminiscing that comes
whenever you hear your favorite song.

The music of Something Blue ran the scale of almost everyone's
tastes from the captivatxng (terrible pun, but I couldn't resist)
"Jailhouse Rock" made famous by Elvis Presley to Madonna's "Mater
ial Girl."

(I hesitate to ask, but I wonder, what it was that inspired the
band to do "Jailhouse Rock", of all songs.)

I have another question: Larry, where do you get your energy?
I for one was very impressed with your coverage of the stage — a
true professional.

The singers in the band are Connie and Larry Burton. The band
has been around for about 10 years, with a change in backup every •
year or so.

The rest of the band that performed for us were Andy Pryde on bass,
Jim Leslie on drums, George Bertok on keyboards and Terry McQuaig
playing guitar. All band menbers live in the Peterborough area,
although the band is based in Omemee. That, in case you've never
heard of it, is a tiny dot on a map between Peterborough and Lindsay,
two slightly larger dots on the map.

Something Blue has recently released a single, "Warning Sign."
They performed it at their concert and it sounds promising. The band
also has tentative plans to go to Nashville in the hear future and
produce an album.

Asked if the band plans to go on the road, Connie said she is a
family person and the road trips and bar gigs do not fit into her
life. They play in the band for fun, she said, which of course means
covering costs. But that's about it as far as gigs go.

We've got some pretty discerning guys in this joint when it comes
to bands and the audience liked what they heard when Something Blue
performed. I liked it, too and I'm pretty sure I speak for all of us
here when I say it would be a pleasure to have them back again.

I think in the future we'll be hearing a lot more from this small
town "fun" band.



LOVE
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To think of one's true feelings
As we search within our souls,
To send the heart a-reeling
and determine love's true goals,
We will often ask ourselves
What this Jove may be:
Something to store on an inner shelf,
Or release for the world to see.
It's a feeling one must realize,
For from it you can't hide,
As at times it's in disguise,
For love possesses much pride.
From this love we may learn
Many things before not known:
To express and receive it in return;
For love can't be alone.

It's a feeling two must share
And this will always be true;
A way to show each other you care,
To say: "Babe, I love you."
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\. "I'LL BE THErtE"
l

j This message comes from a friend, one you haven't met before.
^Plough these lines are often said, you'll find Imean them more.
/-,-n?e know each other well from the many letters that we write
^•Atid it gives me great pleasure to pen this poem for you: "tonight.

Ihope you'll believe what is written here, for this is quite true
And you will find between the lines amessage from me to you!
And°?\£!U Wil1 *e* me as a8°od friend; that's what Iwish to beAnd Ihope you find me as special to you as Ifind you are to me.

FoT E?f k°U kn°V1\of this» it should be easy to begin.
STfiJ a T< / l0ng' b°r±ng diiy> Vm ready for ^ to end.W "iend, if you find yourself in times of trouble or despair
And need someone to comfort you, but: find no one is there!

wii1 «S EV^80 back and read a11 your letters fr™ •»•
tZ I; £ * J" iS °ne Special friend who ca"s respectfully,Iman understanding friend who has all kinds of time to spare,
So if you ever need me, close your eyes and call. I'll be there.

l^Llt ^tl\u° h°Jd y0? in my lovlng «*s and give comfort, too;
£ h^n ??** and sufferin8 that,you find always upon youTo help conquer all fears and maybe share ^laugh or tear.
My friend, whatever you need, just call ~?? shall always be near.

— By,David Browning.
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To borrow a phrase and slightly change it: "Good-bye, cruel WarkworthJ"
If everything goes as I hope it should, I won't be here by the time you're
reading this. I'm not dumb enough to say that I will never be back, because
who knows what could happen? I will, however, say that I hope I never see
the inside of this or any other joint again.
It's been an interesting 16 months, to say the least, since I arrived here
not knowing my ... ahem •»• from a hole in the ground about how to survive
in prison. The fact that I still have all the teeth I had when I came in
and all the rest of the body parts, too, indicates that I must have learned
quickly.

All I did was keep my mouth shut and my profile low for the first couple of
months until I found out which way the wind was blowing, who was who, what
was what, etc. and I found out something that surprised me. Survival inside
is pretty much the same as survival outside — keep out of other people's
business, don't associate with certain people, (it's up to you to pick who
and for what reason) don't hassle certain people and if you're going to do
something, don't be dumb enough to get caught, and you've got it made.
One thing that surprised me when I got here and which I am still not used to
is the age of inmates here. Half the cons in this joint look like they .
should be kids in high school. Somebody told me that the average here was
23 and until a few months ago when we started getting a few more older guys
in, I'm not too sure if that estimate wasn't a touch too high.
I remember last year we had a hard time getting enough guys over 30 to make
up an "Oldtimers" ball team and while there are a few more of us "senior
citizen" types around here this year, there still aren't many.
A year or so ago, somebody in Ottawa threw ill the court statistics over the
previous five years into a pot, stirred them around, distilled them and came
up with the figure that if you are a male resident of Canada, between the
ages of 18 and 30, you have one chance in twenty of going to jail sometime
in those 12 years. That does not include traffic-related convictions,
either, like impaired driving. If that's the case, I guess there must be a
lot of young guys in the prison system.
I found out something else during my sojourn, here and the prison-happy
judges we have in this country may wish to take note: when you're sent to
prison, it takes six months for the shock to wear off. After that, prison
ceases to be punishment and merely becomes a combination of boredom and
frustration.

I will lend my voice to those of many other people in this country, who say
that our courts and government should take a long, hard look at the prison
systems and philosophies of some European countries, where sentences are
comparatively short and designed to be served in a meaningful way. They
must have something positive going for them, as their rates of repeat
offenders are extremely low and the majority of ex-cons over there come
out of prison with more positive attitudes than they had going in.
(Some people who should know better will try to tell you the same is true
here. Unfortunately, they are listened to by a gullible public and also
unfortunately, they seem only to take their heads out of the sand long enough
to talk, then stick them right back in again.)
So, once again, I will say good-bye and hope it's for good.

— John White.
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Dear Subscriber,

Due to circumstances beyond the control of the staff of C. I. S. the inmate

magazine 'THE OUTLOOK' has been delayed in publication and distribution.

We regret this delay, and are pleased to inform you that your subscription

for the coming year, 1986, is considered "PAID IN FULL".

The Staff and Inmates of Warkworth Institution wish to extend to you and yours

sincerest wishes for a Blessed and happy Christmas, and a most prosperous

New Year.

Sincerely

r • 90 I-
/ George Jenkins^-^ Dave Trafford

Editor* Hobbycraft Instructor,
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Warkworth Institution, Box760, Cambellford, Ontario KOL 1LO


